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Abstract
Introduction: Systematic reviews are used to synthesise research and
inform decision making by clinicians, consumers and policy makers. The
synthesis component of systematic reviews is often narrowly considered as
the use of statistical methods to combine the results of studies, primarily
meta-analysis. However, synthesis can be considered more broadly as a
process beginning with: (i) defining the groupings of populations,
interventions and outcomes to be compared (the ‘PICO for each
synthesis’); (ii) examining the characteristics of the available studies; and
(iii) applying synthesis methods from among multiple options. To date,
there has been limited examination of approaches used in reviews to define
and group PICO characteristics and synthesis methods other than
meta-analysis.
Objectives: To identify and describe current practice in systematic reviews
in relation to structuring the PICO for each synthesis and methods for
synthesis when meta-analysis is not used.
Methods: We will randomly sample 100 systematic reviews of the effects of
public health and health systems interventions published in 2018 and
indexed in the Health Evidence and Health Systems Evidence databases.
Two authors will independently screen studies for eligibility. One author will
extract data on approaches to grouping and defining populations,
interventions and outcomes, and the rationale for the chosen groups; and
the presentation and synthesis methods used (e.g. tabulation, visual
displays, statistical synthesis methods such as combining P values, vote
counting based on direction of effect). A second author will undertake
independent data extraction for a subsample of reviews. Descriptive
statistics will be used to summarise the findings. Specifically, we will
compare approaches to grouping in reviews that primarily use
meta-analysis versus those that do not.

Any reports and responses or comments on the
article can be found at the end of the article.

Conclusion: This study will provide an understanding of current practice in
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Conclusion: This study will provide an understanding of current practice in
two important aspects of the synthesis process, enabling future research to
test the feasibility and impact of different methodological approaches.
Keywords
Systematic reviews, meta-analysis, synthesis, subgroup analysis, narrative
synthesis, synthesis without meta-analysis, PICO
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Introduction
Systematic reviews provide a method for collating and
synthesising research, and are used to inform decision making
by clinicians, consumers and policy makers1. The synthesis
component of systematic reviews is often narrowly considered as the use of statistical methods to combine the results of
studies, primarily meta-analysis, and much of the available guidance focuses on this approach. However, ‘synthesis’ can be
considered more broadly as a process, beginning with defining the review questions, planning the groups to be compared,
examining the characteristics of the available studies and
their data, and applying appropriate synthesis methods from
among multiple options (see Figure 1). Decisions made early
in the process have important impacts on the information
included in the synthesis, and meta-analysis may not always be
possible or appropriate.
In this study, we plan to examine two intertwined aspects of
synthesis that commonly challenge authors of systematic
reviews (identified in italics in Figure 1): approaches to planning how studies will be grouped for synthesis within the review
(the ‘PICO (Population, Intervention, Comparator, Outcome)
for each synthesis’); and the application of methods other than
meta-analysis to summarise and synthesise results (hereafter
described as ‘other synthesis methods’). There has been
limited examination of the range of approaches used to define
the PICO for each synthesis and which other synthesis
methods are used in current practice. Yet, these are essential
aspects of the synthesis in systematic reviews.
Recent guidance published in the Cochrane Handbook for
Systematic Reviews of Interventions2–4 has outlined proposed
options in these two areas, but further research is required to

understand current practice, investigate how review authors
approach the PICO for synthesis and other synthesis methods,
and assess the feasibility and impact of applying the
proposed methods. We now expand on the concept of ‘PICO
for each synthesis’ and describe summary and synthesis methods
other than meta-analysis.

PICO for each synthesis
In reviews of the effects of interventions, authors commonly
use the ‘PICO’ framework to prespecify the populations, interventions, comparators and outcomes that will be used to
determine whether studies are eligible for the review5.
While this definition of the ‘PICO for the review’ is viewed
as a core component of a systematic review, more specific
criteria are likely to be needed to define which groups of
studies will contribute to each analysis within a review:
the ‘PICO for each synthesis’. The PICO for each synthesis
can be considered an operationalisation of the review objectives.
The process for defining the PICO for each synthesis ideally
involves identifying characteristics (e.g. of the intervention or
population) that may be expected to modify the intervention
effect; clearly labelling and defining groups based on these
characteristics (these may be based on an existing classification system if available); and planning how these groups
will be used in synthesis and reporting. Groups may be
analysed together in an overall synthesis, or they may be
considered in separate syntheses4. Within an overall analysis,
the defined groups may be used to explore any differences in the
estimated effects (i.e., to explore statistical heterogeneity
through the use of subgroup analysis). An example demonstrating
the distinction between the PICO for the review and the PICO
for each synthesis is presented in Box 1.

Figure 1. Steps in the evidence synthesis process. Steps in evidence synthesis are to plan synthesis, explore data and conduct synthesis.
Key issues examined in this study identified in italics. PICO = Population, Intervention, Comparator, Outcome.
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Box 1. Example of PICO for the review and PICO for each
synthesis adapted from: Chapter 3, Cochrane Handbook for
Systematic Reviews of interventions4. PICO = Population,
Intervention, Comparator, Outcome
In a review of psychosocial interventions for smoking cessation6,
the PICO for the review included any psychosocial intervention in
pregnant women to help them stop smoking.
One of the objectives of the review was to examine “the
effectiveness of the main psychosocial intervention strategies
in supporting women to stop smoking in pregnancy (i.e.
counselling, health education, feedback, social support,
incentives, exercise)”. In order to meet this objective, a series
of syntheses were presented within the review to assess the
effects of each intervention strategy. So, for example, the PICO
for the first synthesis presented included any counselling
intervention for women during pregnancy compared to usual
care, measuring the outcome of smoking abstinence in late
pregnancy.
Another objective was to determine whether psychosocial
interventions were effective in general. To address this objective,
all intervention types were included in a single meta-analysis.
Within this analysis, single, multi-component, and tailored
interventions were presented as subgroups, to examine whether
intervention effects were modified by having multiple or tailored
components.

Providing such definition has important advantages. Creating
a consistent language to describe different groups or interventions can increase clarity of terminology for readers, as
well as allowing authors to compare features between studies
and make consistent, transparent decisions about grouping
similar studies for inclusion in a synthesis3.

Other synthesis methods
Many systematic reviews examining the effects of health interventions use meta-analysis to combine the results of studies7,8.
However, it is estimated that between 35% and 56% of
systematic reviews do not use any meta-analysis7,8, and a larger
percentage of reviews do not use meta-analysis for at least
some outcomes. The reasons for not undertaking meta-analysis
vary, but the most commonly reported reason is that the included
studies do not report data that is amenable to meta-analysis7,9.
For example, studies may report effect estimates without a
measure of variance, or only report the direction of effect2.
When meta-analysis is not possible, a range of summary
and other synthesis methods are available. These methods
include structured summaries of results, visual display options
(e.g. harvest plots, albatross plots) and alternatives to metaanalysis such as combining P values or vote counting based
on the direction of effect2,10. While these other synthesis methods provide more limited information for health care decision
making, they may be preferable to textual description of the
results in which there is a risk that authors may privilege
the results of some studies over others without appropriate
justification, possibly introducing bias6.
Importantly, the use of other synthesis methods may alter the
nature of the question answered by the review and the type
of reasoning used to reach conclusions2,11.

Research context
We are unaware of other studies that have explicitly
examined approaches to defining the PICO for each synthesis and planning comparisons. One cross-sectional study
collected data on which PICO characteristics (e.g. population)
were used to group studies for presentation or analysis within
systematic reviews7. However, this study did not capture
more detailed information on the basis of these groupings
(e.g. was the population grouped by clinical disease characteristics, age or socioeconomic status), nor precisely how
these groups were used in the synthesis.
Previous studies have examined the synthesis methods used
in systematic reviews, and have estimated the percentage of
reviews with and without meta-analysis8,9,12. One study examined systematic reviews of public health interventions that did
not use meta-analysis in further detail7. They captured data on
the use and reporting of “narrative” (text-based) synthesis and
methods to investigate heterogeneity, but specific details of
the synthesis methods used in the reviews were not captured.
Another study examined the use of outcome groupings in
synthesis and the use of methods other than meta-analysis, but
the study was limited to Cochrane systematic reviews published
before 201213.

Objectives
The objectives of this study are to identify and describe
current practice in systematic reviews of public health and
health systems interventions in relation to:
1. A
 pproaches to grouping and definition of PICO
characteristics for synthesis.
2. M
 ethods of summary and synthesis when meta-analysis
is not used.
Here we report the proposed methods for a cross-sectional study
of a sample of systematic reviews.

Methods
Overview
We will identify a sample of systematic reviews of public
health or health systems interventions. We will identify and
describe the methods used to define the PICO for each synthesis
and the methods used to summarise and synthesise results,
including meta-analysis and other methods. Two authors will
undertake study selection. One author will undertake data
extraction, and a second author will conduct independent data
extraction from a subset of studies. Any amendments or additions
to this protocol will be reported in resulting publications.

Eligibility criteria
We will include systematic reviews that meet the following
criteria:
1. A study that aims to synthesise the results of
primary studies, states eligibility criteria for inclusion of studies, and reports a search strategy to identify
potentially eligible studies.
2. E
 xamines quantitative effects of any public health or
health systems intervention, including policies, programs
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and strategies, as well as treatments and elements of
care.
3. I ncludes at least one comparison with at least two
studies, where a comparison is defined as examining
the effect on an outcome of an intervention compared
with a specific alternative.
4. Published in English.
We will exclude systemic reviews that:
1. Synthesise the results of other systematic reviews,
such as overviews of reviews.
2. A
 nswer questions that are not about effectiveness, for example prevalence, association, unplanned
environmental exposures, prognosis, diagnosis and
research methodology.

Search strategy
Records of all the systematic reviews published during 2018
will be obtained from two databases of systematic reviews:
Health Systems Evidence and Health Evidence (see Table 1).
These databases index systematic reviews of public health and
health systems interventions, respectively.
Some reviews identified by the search may have final citations outside 2018, for example arising from the difference
between the date of online first publication and final publication
in an issue of the journal, or the time lag between publication
and indexing in a database. In these cases, the reference
information will be updated to reflect the final citation, but
reviews will not be excluded.

Our criterion for deciding that a review is ‘systematic’ is intentionally inclusive compared to available definitions8,14,15.
This is because we are explicitly interested in identifying
systematic reviews with a range of methods, and not only those
meeting a minimum standard of methods or reporting.

Study selection
The records of systematic reviews retrieved from the two databases will initially be stored in Endnote and duplicate records
removed. The selection and data extraction processes will then
proceed using EPPI-Reviewer17. Reviews will be randomly
selected from this larger set using EPPI-Reviewer’s random
selection function, and screened for eligibility until our target
sample of 100 is met.

Our focus is on systematic reviews of public health and health
systems interventions. Reviews in these areas are likely to
feature diversity in included populations and settings, as
well as intervention complexity16. They are likely to include a
range of study designs in addition to randomised trials, which
in turn creates diversity in the effect measures used. Systematic
reviews of public health and health systems interventions are
more likely than other reviews to use synthesis methods other
than meta-analysis7,8.

Records will be independently screened by two authors (MC
and one of SB or JM) based on the title and abstract, and any
clearly ineligible records excluded. The full text of potentially
eligible SRs will then be retrieved and assessed independently
against the eligibility criteria by one author (MC). A second
author (either SB or JM) will assess the full text of a sample of
20% of records. At each stage, we will resolve any disagreements by consensus, and consult a third author if consensus
is not possible.

Sample size
For reasons of feasibility, we will restrict the number of
included reviews to 100. A sample of this size will allow us to
estimate the proportion of reviews that use, for example, a
particular synthesis or presentation method to within a maximum margin of error of 10%. This assumes a prevalence of
50%, but for a smaller or larger prevalence, the margin of error
will be smaller. We anticipate that the proportion of reviews
included in our sample that contain no meta-analyses will be
approximately 50%7.

For each included systematic review, any protocol or registration record referred to in the review will be retrieved. In
addition, protocols will be retrieved for any systematic reviews
published in the Cochrane or Campbell Libraries, as they are a
requirement of publication in these journals.

Data extraction and management
We will develop a data extraction form drawing on a previous methodological study that has examined synthesis and
presentation methods used in systematic reviews13, as well as

Table 1. Source databases for cross-sectional sample of systematic reviews.
Database

Content coverage

Search strategy

Health Evidence
www.healthevidence.org

Systematic reviews evaluating the effectiveness and costeffectiveness of public health interventions18

All records published in 2018
obtained

Health Systems Evidence
www.healthsystemsevidence.org

Syntheses of research evidence about governance,
financial and delivery arrangements within health systems,
implementation strategies that can support change in health
systems19

Limits:
Type = systematic review of
effects
Date range = 2018-2018

Description of Health Evidence and Health Systems Evidence database content, and limits used to obtain cross-sectional sample of systematic
reviews for this study.
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frameworks and methods outlined in relevant guidance2–4. The
data extraction form will be piloted on a sample of included
systematic reviews to identify items that are unclear or
missing, and the form and data dictionary will be amended
accordingly.

approaches used to group the PICO for each synthesis are
associated with the type of synthesis method by calculating
differences in percentages between groups with 95%
confidence intervals. Data will be tabulated and summarised in
figures. Analyses will be undertaken using STATA21.

One author (MC) will extract data from all included reviews,
and a second author (either SB or JM) will extract data independently on a sample of 20% of the included reviews (including those with and without meta-analysis). Any uncertainties or
discrepancies arising during data extraction will be discussed
with three authors (MC, SB, JM) and consensus reached. For any
data items in which a high degree of inconsistency is observed,
duplicate data extraction will be undertaken for a further
random sample of reviews.

Dissemination
The findings of the research outlined in this protocol will
be published. Associated datasets, data collection forms and
analyses not included in any publication will be made publicly
available via an online repository.

We will limit our data collection to information contained
in the published report(s) of the SR, including protocols
and registry records, and will not contact authors to obtain
additional information.
We will collect data relating to the review characteristics,
PICO characteristics used to group studies for each synthesis, and the synthesis methods used. Examples of data to be
collected are presented in Table 2. The complete draft data
dictionary is available online as Extended data20. Both
explicit methods described in the review and implicit methods
observed in textual descriptions, tables and figures will be
coded. Both planned and implemented methods will be
collected where these differ.

Analysis
We will calculate descriptive summary statistics of features
of the reviews (e.g. the synthesis and presentation methods
used). For dichotomous or categorical data, we will calculate
percentages and frequencies. For continuous or count data,
we will calculate the means (with standard deviations) and
medians (with interquartile ranges). We will examine whether

Study status
At submission of this protocol, the search had been conducted
and screening of abstracts completed. Full text screening and
piloting of the data extraction form was in progress.

Discussion
In this review, we will examine the methods choices for two
intertwined elements of synthesis in systematic reviews.
Namely, the approaches used to define and group PICO
characteristics, and the types of synthesis methods other than
meta-analysis. The results from our review will provide a snapshot of these practices, and highlight where improvements
may be required in the application and reporting of the
methods. Further, the study will provide a baseline assessment
prior to release of recent guidance published in the Cochrane
Handbook of Systematic Reviews of Interventions2–4, against
which future assessments can be compared.
There are several strengths to our study. Our sample of
systematic reviews is likely to be representative of public health
and health systems intervention reviews because the source
databases from which we will select our sample, and our inclusion criteria, place no restrictions on the intervention type
or other features of the systematic reviews (e.g. the type of
included study designs). A further strength is that our data
extraction items are based on pre-existing frameworks to

Table 2. Examples of data collection items.
Category

Examples of data collection items

Systematic review
characteristics

Reference information; no. of included studies; PICO for the review; availability of a protocol; registration
status (e.g. PROSPERO); methodological characteristics.

PICO for each
synthesis

PICO characteristics and study designs either described or used to group studies or data (using
categories outlined in the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions4); rationale for the
groups used; details of how these groups were used in synthesis.

Summary and
synthesis methods

Synthesis methods (e.g. meta-analysis, combining P values); presentation methods (e.g. tables, forest
plots, box-and-whisker plots); methods for investigating statistical heterogeneity; methods used to select
among multiple outcome measures; rationale for the selected methods; rationale for changes to planned
methods.

Examples of data items to be collected from sample, including systematic review characteristics, PICO for each synthesis and summary and synthesis
methods. PICO = Population, Intervention, Comparator, Outcome.
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classify both the PICO groupings and methods of summary
and synthesis. This will ensure that we are capturing specific
methods and enhance the consistency of our data extraction.

Data availability
Underlying data

There are some possible limitations in our proposed methods. For some items, the sample size may not be large enough
to yield precise estimates of the percentage of systematic
reviews that use particular methods. In addition, we will not
undertake independent full text screening and data extraction
of all studies by two authors, leaving some risk that data will
be missed or misclassified.

Extended data
Figshare (Monash University repository, known as Bridges):
Draft data dictionary for cross-sectional study of current
practice in systematic reviews including the ‘PICO for each
synthesis’ and methods other than meta-analysis. https://doi.org/
10.26180/5edb178961d6820.

When complete, the findings of this study will be published
and communicated at conferences, in addition to dissemination through international networks of researchers and
authors of methodological guidance in the field of systematic
reviews.
Authors of systematic reviews face challenges in the organisation and analysis of data, including the complexity of grouping studies for comparison, and synthesis methods when
meta-analysis is not available. This protocol outlines the
methods for a cross-sectional study that aims to examine the
approaches used to define and group PICO characteristics,
and the types of synthesis methods other than meta-analysis
in a sample of systematic reviews of public health and health
services interventions.

No underlying data are associated with this article.

Reporting guidelines
Figshare (Monash University repository, known as Bridges):
PRISMA-P reporting checklist for protocol of cross-sectional
study of current practice in systematic reviews including the
‘PICO for each synthesis’ and methods other than meta-analysis.
https://doi.org/10.26180/5edb35183074f22.
Data are available under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International license (CC-BY 4.0).
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